
 
 Xi'an Essence Day Tour 

<b>The Big Wild Goose Pagoda,Shaanxi History Museum, Ancient City Wall, The

Bell Tower Plaza, Great Mosque </b>

 

 

Tour Description
Brief Itinerary:(1)Pick up service by your tour guide and driver at 8:00-8:30;(2)The

Big Wild Goose Pagoda - Sightseeing (1 hour); (3)Shaanxi Historical Museum-

Sightseeing (2.5 hours); (4)Ancient City Wall - Sightseeing (1 hour); (5)Local

restaurant-Lunch (1 hour);(6)Bell TowerPlaza Outerview(30 minutes);(7)The Great

Mosque -sightseeing (40 minutes);(8)Typical Chinese shopping on the way back (30

minutes);(9)Drop-off service at your hotel before 4:30PM

 

On this tour you will observe the evolution of China through the ages at the Shaanxi

History Museum, where are preserved the greatest treasures of the imperial

dynasties. Next you will be treated to the sight of the grand Ancient City Wall and

city gates.

 

From the spacious walkway that runs along the top you will have a good aerial view

of Xi’an! The tour will then move on to yet more historical milestones in the form

of the beautifully decorated Bell Tower and Drum Tower, which mark the centre of the

ancient capital with their garish colors and elegant architecture. The Great Mosque

of Xian is the largest and best preserved of the early mosques of China. Built

primarily in the Ming Dynasty when Chinese architectural elements were synthesized

into mosque architecture.

 

 

19th floor, CYTS Plaza, No.5 Dongzhimen South Avenue, Dongcheng District, Beijing, China 100007

Tel: +86-10-89192109

Email: webmaster@Chinatraveldepot.com 

Tour Code:XIAPD-5

Destination:Big Wild Goose Pagoda, Ancient

City Wall, Shaanxi Historical Museum, The

Great Mosque

(Standard Class, based on 4 persons. For

reference only and may vary according to your

travel date and group size)

Departure Date:Daily

Url:http://www.chinatraveldepot.com/Xi'an-

Activities/PD248-Xi'an-Essence-Day-Tour
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Price & Policy
Price Includes:

Hotel pick-up & drop-off service,

English-speaking tour guide.

Air-conditioned tour van or bus.

Entrance tickets to the attractions as listed in the itinerary.

Chinese lunch.

Note: Tips is highly appreciated but not requested

 
Price Excludes:

Personal Consumption
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